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Abstract
Python is a popular, dynamic language for data science and
scientific computing. To ensure efficiency, significant numeri-
cal libraries are implemented in static native languages. How-
ever, performance suffers when switching between native
and non-native code, especially if data has to be converted
between native arrays and Python data structures. As GPU
accelerators are increasingly used, this problem becomes
particularly acute. Data and control has to be repeatedly
transferred between the accelerator and the host.

In this paper, we present DelayRepay, a delayed execution
framework for numeric Python programs. It avoids excessive
switching and data transfer by using lazy evaluation and ker-
nel fusion. Using DelayRepay, operations on NumPy arrays
are executed lazily, allowing multiple calls to accelerator ker-
nels to be fused together dynamically. DelayRepay is avail-
able as a drop-in replacement for existing Python libraries.
This approach enables significant performance improvement
over the state-of-the-art and is invisible to the application
programmer. We show that our approach provides a maxi-
mum 377× speedup over NumPy - a 409% increase over the
state of the art.
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1 Introduction
Python is a popular byte-code interpreted, general-purpose
programming language. It is now commonly used for both
numerical computing and machine learning, in spite of the
poor baseline performance of CPython, the mainstream im-
plementation. To improve on this, practitioners use libraries
such as NumPy — for linear algebra and general numeri-
cal computing — and PyTorch — for deep learning. These
libraries avoid the performance problems of the Python
interpreter by offloading the computation to native code.
NumPy, for example uses a mixture of C and FORTRAN.
Unfortunately, data still has to be transferred to and from
the Python interpreter, and there is an overhead when dis-
patching python function calls to native ones.
This problem is magnified when trying to use modern

accelerator hardware. Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are
widely used for accelerating numerical computation, and
are increasingly popular with the rise of deep neural net-
works. There is, therefore, a significant interest in accessing
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the computational power of GPUs while maintaining the
programmability of Python. Unfortunately, GPUs are more
challenging to program than CPUs, requiring the use of
a specialized kernel language and host management APIs
such as OpenCL or CUDA. In addition, the use of accelera-
tors exacerbates the problems of data transfer between the
Python interpreter and the kernel performing the compu-
tation, Figure 1 shows a 3x speedup can be achieved for a
typical workload if such data transfers are optimized. As a
result, several Python GPU libraries have been developed to
make GPUs more accessible.
The simplest approaches, such as PyOpenCL and

PyCUDA [14], only add thin wrappers to the existing
OpenCL and CUDA APIs. Whilst this enables the writing
of host management code directly in Python, programmers
still have to write the low-level kernel code that will run on
the GPU. Numba [17] is a more advanced approach which
features a JIT compiler for accelerating Python functions.
However, programmers still have to be strongly aware of the
CUDA programming model, with the Python code resem-
bling low-level CUDA code with a Python syntax.
CuPy [20] is a drop-in replacement for NumPy, a library

that underpins other popular scientific Python libraries such
as SciPy [27] and Pandas [19]. CuPy is built on CUDA and
uses the CUBLAS library and custom GPU kernels to im-
plement the various NumPy array operations. Promisingly,
CuPy allows programmers to use NumPy arrays and opera-
tions on a GPU with minimal effort. However, it still suffers
from the overhead of switching between Python and native
code on each NumPy invocation.
Similarly to CuPy, Bohrium [15] provides a drop-in re-

placement for CuPy but focusing on performance portability
across multiple parallel platforms. Similarly to DelayRepay,
Bohrium supports kernel fusion. However, Bohrium has a
radically different compilation model, using a bytecode vir-
tual machine as an intermediate representation. This heavy-
weight runtime imposes severe performance penalties when
compared to CuPy and DelayRepay, and is difficult to debug:
CuPy and DelayRepay can output complete CUDA kernels
as source that can be reused in other applications, while
Bohrium produces compiled code and many JIT-compiled
object files to support its runtime system. The ideal scenario
would be to have the best of both worlds: easy access to GPU
performance - but without the overheads.
This paper presents DelayRepay, a drop-in replacement

for the NumPy library that allows seamless GPU accelera-
tion of existing NumPy code. DelayRepay uses a lazy array
operation mechanism and a just-in-time (JIT) compiler to
generate and execute automatically fused CUDAkernels. The
runtime system builds an execution graph of NumPy func-
tion calls which is then transformed into a graph of CUDA
kernel fragments. Instead of converting and executing each
kernel fragment independently, DelayRepay automatically
fuses fragments. The compiled kernels are executed, with

np.sin(x) ** 2 + np.cos(x) ** 2

Listing 1. Computation of the Pythagorean identity with
NumPy operators sin, cos, + and ** (power). np is an
alias for the NumPy module import.

data transfer and device memory allocation handled auto-
matically. This approach improves performance while still
completely abstracting the GPU programming model from
the programmer.

This paper makes the following contributions:
1. It presents a new delayed execution framework for

NumPy;
2. It demonstrates a novel JIT compiler for compiling

chains of NumPy operations to CUDA code;
3. It shows how this approach is used to automatically

fuse array operations for improved performance.
4. It provides a thorough evaluation of this approach

compared to the current state-of-art method.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2

outlines our motivation. Sections 3 and 4 describe the ap-
proach and implementation of our NumPy delayed execution
framework and JIT compiler. We present and discuss our
experimental results in section 5. Finally, Sections 6 and 7
present related and future work.

2 Motivation
Python has become a popular language for intensive numer-
ical code, despite its humble beginning as a scripting and
application language. This success has been made possible
thanks to the availability of a wide range of high performance
libraries, such as NumPy. These libraries are typically imple-
mented in native code under the hood, since pure Python
code is often significantly slower than native code.

2.1 GPU Execution with CuPy
CuPy strives to deliver high-performance on GPUs by sup-
portingmost NumPy operations. It achieves this by having all
major operators (e.g., vector addition) implemented as CUDA
kernels. CuPy keeps the data on the GPU between calls to
different operators. This strategy minimizes data transfer
which is one of the main source of overheads. Nonetheless,
when executing a sequence of GPU operations, control will
go back and forth between Python and the GPU. This results
in multiple GPU kernel calls, which induce non-negligible
overheads even when data remains on the GPU.

Consider the Python code in listing 1 which makes use of
NumPy operations. This snippet computes the Pythagorean
identity element wise over a NumPy input array x. Running
this expression inNumPy invokes five separate computations
implemented in the C backend of NumPy.
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Figure 1. Execution time of separate kernels vs. fused ker-
nels for the pythagorean_id benchmark. Time spent as GPU
execution includes data transfer and kernel execution. Input
array size is 808 MB.

This code can be executed with CuPy unchanged by modi-
fying some import statements. Running it with CuPy results
in compiling and executing five CUDA kernels, and the al-
location of four on-device buffers (three for intermediate
results and one for the final result).

2.2 Lazy Fusion with Bohrium
Similarly to CuPy, Bohrium [15] provides a drop-in replace-
ment for NumPy. Unlike CuPy, Bohrium aims for perfor-
mance portability, targeting multiple backends including
CUDA, OpenCL and OpenMP. Bohrium achieves this using
its vector bytecode virtual machine, a heavyweight compila-
tion and runtime system. Similarly to DelayRepay, Bohrium
has support for array operator fusion via lazy evaluation [16].
However, Bohrium’s vector bytecode imposes a severe per-
formance penalty (Section 5.4.2).

In contrast, DelayRepay’s novel lightweight lazy fusion at
the NumPy AST level allows Python developers to benefit
from kernel fusion with a significantly reduced overhead.
We have designed DelayRepay explicitly for extensibility,
allowing the possibility of programmable heuristics being
added at the Python level. DelayRepay also provides benefits
in debugging, with the generated kernels available to view
if required. These kernels are portable, and can be reused in
other CUDA programs.

2.3 The Need for Fusion of Operations
Figure 1 shows the run time breakdown for executing the five
separate GPU kernels corresponding to the code in Listing 1.
It also shows the time it takes, if these five kernels are fused
into a single GPU kernel. The fused versions is 2× faster
than the un-fused version. Since CuPy keeps the data on the
GPU between kernel invocations, the difference in execution
time is mainly due to:

• the overheads of launching five separate kernels in-
stead of a single one from Python;

• the additional memory reads and writes required to
pass data between the separate kernels.

This example illustrates the core problem that this paper
addresses. Python GPU libraries, such as CuPy, implement a
wide range of small primitives, eachwith their corresponding
GPU kernels.
GPU kernel fusion [28, 29] is an optimization technique

that is especially well-fitted when crossing a language border
is costly. Fusing kernels also has the potential for increasing
the compute intensity and increasing data locality between
operations. Fusing also decreases memory footprint by re-
moving the need for intermediate results.

The goal of this paper is to develop a runtime mechanism
to support the automatic fusion of GPU kernels, without
having to make modifications to the existing Python code.
We wish to achieve this in a way which allows implicit and
automatic fusion of GPU kernels, to reduce the overheads
associated with several separate GPU kernel calls.

2.4 Overview
This paper introduces a delayed execution mechanism for
the popular NumPy library coupled with a compiler-based
fusion mechanism. Figure 2 presents the overview of our
approach. DelayRepay takes NumPy code as input with min-
imal modifications required. It only requires to replace the
import statement of NumPy to our library.
The delayed execution mechanism returns an AST node

when calling a NumPy operation, delaying its execution.
When the result of such an operation serves as an input to
another NumPy operation, the AST is simply extended, im-
plementing a lazy evaluation strategy. When a non-NumPy
operation is called on the resulting AST node, this triggers
the compilation to a CUDA kernel and finally, execution
on the GPU. This lazy evaluation strategy is the first major
difference to existing solutions. CuPy for instance, eagerly
executes each NumPy operation as an individual kernel on
the GPU.
The delayed execution mechanism enables the ability to

fuse operations before execution on the GPU. This is the
second big difference to CuPy. Our compiler-based fusion
mechanism fuses multiple NumPy operations together. This
reduces the overheads of individual kernel launches. Once
the operators are fused, DelayRepay generates and executes
CUDA kernels on the GPU.
As we will see in the following sections, our approach is

built on top of the existing CuPy library and requires only
minor modifications to the original library code.

3 Delayed Execution
This section describes the design and implementation of
DelayRepay, our delayed execution framework for NumPy.
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NumPy
Code

import delayrepay
as np

np.sin(x) ** 2
+ np.cos(x) ** 2

DelayRepay

Delayed Execution Compiler-based Fusion

CUDA
Kernel
Code

+

** **

x x

sin cos
2222

AST Fused AST

x

+
** **
sin cos

2Build AST Fuse Ops Generate Code

Figure 2. DelayRepay starts with standard NumPy code with a modified import. During runtime, NumPy operations are
delayed by building, step-by-step, an AST. Then, chains of operations are fused. Finally, the compiler generates a single CUDA
kernel from the fused operations and the kernel is executed.

Driven by the issues discussed in Section 2, our design goals
with DelayRepay are to develop a drop-in replacement for
NumPy that improves performance with automatic kernel
fusion. This is achieved without any changes to existing
programs, other than replacing a single import statement.

3.1 Numpy Basics
The NumPy library is built around its native n-dimensional
array implementation the ndarray type. Universal Functions
(known as ufuncs) are elementwise functions that operate
on ndarray instances. These ufuncs are broadcast over the
ndarray, i.e., these functions are vectorised, automatically.
Examples of ufuncs include elementwise add and trigonomet-
ric functions. NumPy has other built in functions that operate
on ndarray such asmatrixmultiplication or dot product. The
semantics of some functions, such as dot, change depending
on the shapes of its inputs. The dot function can be a dot
product, matrix multiplication or matrix-vector multiplica-
tion, and this is only determined at runtime. Unlike ufuncs,
these functions are not broadcast at the NumPy level.

3.2 Delayed Mechanism with NumPy
The NumPy original ndarray is implemented as a class in
Python. To achieve our goal of delaying execution of any
ndarray operations, we simply extend this class with our
own DelayArray class. Using the existing Python inheri-
tance mechanism, our class simply overrides all the original
operators from the ndarray class.
Our implementation of the operators always returns a

DelayArray object rather than the result of executing the
operator. Our DelayArray object captures the call graph of
the various operations performed as an AST, as seen in fig. 2.
No NumPy calls are evaluated during this process, and other
Python interpretation carries on as normal. The AST is not
compiled or executed until it absolutely needs to be.

Listing 2 shows a simplified version of our implementation.
As can be seen, our DelayArray class overrides the main en-
try points of the original NumPy ndarray. The difference
is that instead of directly executing the various operators,
we construct AST nodes which are all sub-classes of the
NumpyEx class, representing NumPy expression. This allows
us to chain multiple such operations and trigger execution at
a later stage. We have a BinaryFuncExpression class repre-
senting binary ufuncs (e.g., add, multiply) and specific nodes
for other array functions (e.g., ReduceEx). The leaf nodes in
the tree can be either Scalar, representing a numeric con-
stant, or NPArray, representing a reference to an original
NumPy array.

The special __repr__ function returns a String represen-
tation of the array. The special __array__ function returns
an actual original NumPy array. These functions will be
discussed in more detail below.

3.3 Implicit Execution
Tensor-based machine learning frameworks such as PyTorch
and Tensorflow also build expression graphs, but evaluation
is forced explicitly and eagerly. In DelayRepay, the expres-
sion graph is compiled and evaluated onlywhen computation
cannot feasibly continue on the GPU. This happens for in-
stance when the result needs to be sent to I/O (e.g., printing
result) or if the resulting array is needed in non-NumPy or
unsupported computation.

We achieve this by defining the __repr__ and __array__
methods of our DelayArray class. The __repr__ method is
used to define the pretty-printed representation (and in our
case, the string representation) of an object. The __array__
method is invoked when NumPy converts an array-like ob-
ject into an ordinary NumPy ndarray. When __array__ is
invoked on a DelayArray instance, evaluation is forced.
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1 class DelayArray:

2 ...

3 def __array_ufunc__(self ...):

4 ...

5 if isunaryfunc(func):

6 return UnaryFuncEx(func ,

↩→ arg)

7 ...

8 def __array_function__(self ...):

9 ...

10 def dot(self ...):

11 ...

12 def __repr__(self :...):

13 ...

14 def __array__(self :...):

15 ...

16 class NumpyEx(DelayArray):

17 ...

18 class ReduceEx(NumpyEx):

19 ...

20 class UnaryFuncEx(NumpyEx):

21 def __init__(self , func ,arg):

22 # store function name

23 self.func = func

24 # store function argument

25 self.children = [arg]

26 class BinaryFuncEx(NumpyEx):

27 ...

28 class NPArray(NumpyEx):

29 ...

30 class Scalar(NumpyEx):

31 ...

32 class CuPyExp(NumpuEx):

33 ...

34 ...

Listing 2. Interface to our NumPy array replacement and
delayed AST types

3.4 Example
Listing 3 shows the step-by-step execution of the Pythagorean
identity Python benchmark. Line 3 starts by creating an array
filled with random values. Then line 6 calls the sin func-
tion which is one of the operators that our DelayArray class
supports. As a result of this call, an AST node representing
the sin unary function is returned in lieu of the actual data,
delaying the execution of this operation. On line 9, a similar
process occurs where an AST node representing the power
function, applied to its argument (one of them being an AST
node itself) is returned. This process continues with the other

1 import delayrepay as np

2
3 data = np.random.random ((1000 ,))

4 # data = NPArray

5
6 l = np.sin(data)

7 # l = UnaryFuncEx('sin ', data)

8
9 l_sq = l ** 2

10 # l_sq = BinaryNumpyEx ('**', l, 2)

11
12 r = np.cos(data)

13 # r = UnaryFuncEx('cos ', data)

14
15 r_sq = r ** 2

16 # r_sq = BinaryNumpyEx ('**', r, 2)

17
18 tot = l_sq + r_sq

19 # tot = BinaryNumpyEx('+', l_sq ,

↩→ r_sq)

20
21 print(tot)
22 # GPU evaluation forced here

Listing 3. Annotated code sample showing how
intermediate wrapper types are returned during delayed
evaluation

function calls until a call the call to print on line 21. At this
point, print will internally call our overriden __repr__ func-
tion which will trigger a compilation and execution of the
tree of operations.

3.5 Fall-Back Mechanism
Our delayed execution targeting the GPU is built on the GPU
execution capabilities of CuPy. To maintain full backwards
compatibility with NumPywe provide a fall-backmechanism.
For any un-implemented NumPy functions, we implicitly fall-
back to the implementation provided by CuPy targeting the
GPU. For operations executed via the fall-back mechanism
we wrap the resulting array using a CuPyExp class instance
to allow composition with the rest of our system. When
such an operation is encountered, the system will trigger
an immediate evaluation since a CuPyExp is treated as an
opaque operation that will never be fused with any of the
preceding operations.

4 Compiler-Based Fusion
The delayed execution phase produces an AST containing
nodes representing NumPy operations. In a second phase,
when execution is implicitly triggered, DelayRepay fuses
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compatible operators together. A GPU kernel is generated
for each fused operation and then executed. The final result
of the computation is copied from the GPU back into a fresh
NumPy array which is returned to the Python code.

4.1 Operator Fusion
Unlike traditional forms of GPU kernel fusion that work
at the level of kernel source code, DelayRepay’s fusion ap-
proachworks on a high-level abstraction - our AST of NumPy
expressions. This has several benefits:

• first, the implementation is fairly simple and not con-
cerned with performing analysis on low-level code (e.g.
investigating array indexing and pointer arithmetic)
to determine which kernels can be fused;

• secondly, this results in a very quick fusion process;
• finally, our fusion implementation is not tied to one
accelerator programming API and could easily be ex-
tended to others such as OpenCL or SYCL.

DelayRepay’s fusion algorithm is simple: DelayRepay greed-
ily fuses every lazy AST into one kernel each. This is safe
since operations that would break fusion e.g. a reordering of
an array, trigger eager evalution of their input, falling-back to
the appropriate CuPy operation. NumPy’s broadcasting rules
also prevent the fusion of shape-mismatched operations.

There are cases where operations can not be fused straight-
forwardly or when fusion is not desirable. For example, when
computing the sum of an array and using this result in a
larger computation, generating a performant fused kernel
is difficult. DelayRepay’s fallback mechanism handles such
cases and produces multiple CUDA kernels. Work is ongoing
on a programmable heuristic system to control when fusion
will happen in such cases.

4.2 CUDA Kernel Generation
When eager evalution is triggered, DelayRepay generates
CUDA kernels.

At a high-level, we traverse the tree in post-order, convert
it into SSA form by translating each node into a simple CUDA
expression. These expressions are then simply spliced into a
CUDA kernel template that handles bookkeeping and input
and output arrays.
In detail, at each node, we collect some meta data in the

form of a Fragment object that represents the core pieces
of an incomplete CUDA kernel: a name, a list of statements
describing the computation to be performed, and a dictionary
of inputs. Each statement is a one-line CUDA statement.
Each statement is generated in SSA form and appended to
a list that has been generated recursively while traversing
the previous nodes. For example, in the case of a binary
expression these statements have form T out = input1 <op>
input2 where <op> is the binary operator and T represents
the type. DelayRepay provides templates for the different
possible expression type e.g. unary and binary function calls.

1 class NumpyEx(DelayArray):

2 ...

3 def to_kernel(self):

4 # Merge statements

5 body = concat(self.stmts)

6 # Generate kernel argument

↩→ signature

7 input_types =

8 arg_types(self.kernel_args)

9
10 # Construct kernel template object

11 return cupy.ElementwiseKernel(

12 input_args ,

13 self.return_type ,

14 body ,

15 self.name}

16 )

Listing 4. Kernel generation pseudocode

The dictionary of inputs contains keys possibly referring to
fragment names or values represented by InputFragment
that encapsulate either a reference to an input array or to
the output of another GPU kernel.
In our kernel generation we take advantage of the fact

that it happens dynamically at runtime. Therefore, we know
the values of all non-array variables and simply treat them
as constants, folding their values directly in the generated
kernel i.e. partially evaluating the scalar part of the program.
This avoids complications such as wrapping scalar variables
as single-element arrays common in other approaches and
also enables further benefits such as constant-folding opti-
misations by the CUDA compiler.

As each node is visited, a Fragment object is created that
merges the statement lists and input dictionaries of the
node’s children. The final fragment returned from the root
of the tree encapsulating a complete kernel. For this, we gen-
erate the code as shown in Listing 4 for the the element-wise
case. The statements in the list are concatenated together
and used as the body of a CuPy ElementWiseKernel. Our
implementation also supports the generation of reductions
via CuPy’s ReductionKernel. These CuPy kernels are light-
weight abstractions used to template CUDA kernels and
automatically generate code for handling the thread and
workgroup IDs.

The compilation process is entirely deterministic i.e. the
same NumPy program will generate exactly the same CUDA
kernel with repeated runs, even with different inputs. This
means our implementation is able to leverage caching of
generated and compiled kernels.
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1 #include <cupy/carray.cuh >

2 __global__ void
3 kernel(const CArray <double ,1> _in ,

4 CArray <double ,1> _out

↩→ ,

5 CIndexer <1> _ind) {

6 CUPY_FOR(i, _ind.size()) {

7 _ind.set(i);

8 const double &in = _in[_ind.get()

↩→ ];

9 double &out = _out[_ind.get()];

10 double unfunc1 = sin(in);

11 double binex2 = unfunc1 * unfunc1;

12 double unfunc3 = cos(in);

13 double binex4 = unfunc3 * unfunc3;

14 double binex5 = binex2 + binex4;

15 out = binex5;

16 }

17 }

Listing 5. Automatically generated fused Pythagorean
identity GPU kernel code.

We generate one such kernel for each fused operation.
These kernels are then compiled by CUDA and scheduled
for execution.

4.3 Generated Kernel Example
Listing 5 shows the kernel generated for the Pythagorean
identity. The generated code makes use of templates and
macros provided by CuPy. The CArray template is a wrap-
per for accessing NumPy arrays on the GPU. In the one
dimensional case these correspond to raw-pointers. The
CIndexer provides an abstraction to index into (potentially
multi-dimensional) arrays. Finally, the CUPY_FOR macro ab-
stracts the use of thread ids away distributing thework across
all global threads.
After providing references for accessing the input and

output arrays in lines 9 and 10, the next five lines (11–15)
correspond to the individual operations of the Pythagorean
identity computation: element-wise computation of the sin
and cos functions (lines 11 and 13), computing the power
of two (lines 12 and 14), and adding up the intermediate
results in line 15. Finally, the computed value is written to
the output array via the reference (line 16).

4.4 Execution of CUDA kernels
Since our implementation is built on CuPy, we can benefit
from its existing infrastructure for scheduling kernels and
managing memory. Our wrapped arrays are automatically

allocated on the GPU device, and data is transferred trans-
parently. Similarly, space for result arrays is automatically
managed. CuPy hooks GPU memory buffers to Python’s
garbage collector, so no-longer needed data is automatically
deallocated. CuPy also allows us to use a normal Python func-
tion call syntax to invoke the kernel with its arguments - no
need for explicit function calls to set kernel arguments. Us-
ing these tools, we simply call each kernel in order and store
its result. Future dependent kernels can access this stored
result as needed. The result of the final kernel invocation is
returned to the user.

5 Evaluation
This section evaluates our DelayRepay runtime and compiler
against the CuPy system, the Bohrium compiler and runtime
system, and the standard CPU Numpy library using a se-
lection of realistic NumPy benchmarks. Since DelayRepay
is a drop-in replacement for NumPy our benchmarks are
unmodified from their NumPy versions, except for chang-
ing the module imports. Our benchmarks are selected to be
as realistic as possible and to cover as much of the NumPy
API as possible. All benchmarks are of a data-parallel nature
making them appropriate for GPUs.
We measure the performance of each library for the

warmed-up execution times for each benchmark. ‘Warmed-
up’ means that a previous run has completed, so analysis
and GPU kernel compilation has been cached where possi-
ble, and we record this warmup time. We also measure the
wall-clock time for a single end-to-end run for each bench-
mark including the time to launch and shutdown the Python
interpreter.

Our primary results report benchmark speed-ups against
NumPy, CuPy and Bohrium. We then relate the speedups to
the fusion of kernels and improved memory usage to gain
insights on the reported performance improvements.

5.1 Benchmarks
We have modified and extended an existing Numpy bench-
mark suite. Many of the benchmarks were originally sourced
from StackOverflow, a popular programming question and
answer forum, indicating that they are being used in the
open source community.
We parameterized the benchmarks to easily select the

library we wish to benchmark and control data creation and
repetition. A brief description of each benchmark is found
in Table 1.

The benchmarks are mostly high-level numerical NumPy
programs. This selection aims to exercise as much of the
libraries as possible, with benchmarks covering element-
wise array operations, reductions, array slicing, and various
combinations and repetitions of these.
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Table 1. Benchmark descriptions

Benchmark Description
arc_distance Pairwise arc distance between all

points in two vectors
create_grid Creates and reshapes grid
cronbach Cronbach’s 𝛼 function. Bohrium pro-

duces an error when running this
benchmark

euclidean_dist- Square of Euclidean distance
ance_square
evolve Laplacian evolution
grayscott Gray-Scott reaction diffusion model
harris Harris corner detection
hasting Hasting and Powell mode
l1norm L1 Norm
l2norm L2 Norm
laplacien Laplace transform
log_likelihood Log-likelihood of normal distribution
lstsqr Least squares solution to linear sys-

tem of equations
nn Simple numpy neural network
pairwise Pairwise linear distance
pythagorean_id Computes Pythagorean identity
repeating Fills matrix using the repeat function
reverse_cumsum Reverse cumulative sum of array
rosen Rosenbrock function
specialconvolve Image convolution
vibr_energy Classical mechanics

5.2 Hardware and Software Platform
All benchmarks are run on a server running OpenSUSE LEAP
42.1 with a 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2620 running at 2.00 GHz,
16 GB RAM and a nVidia Tesla K20 with XGB of VRAM. The
CUDA version is 8.0.1, the CuPy version is 7.2.0, the NumPy
version is 1.18.1, and the Bohrium version is 0.11.0.

5.3 Experimental Methodology
Our benchmark framework runs each benchmark for NumPy,
CuPy, Bohrium, and DelayRepay. These dependencies are
injected at runtime. For each run, the framework creates the
required input data and then performs a warmup run of the
benchmark, followed by 10 iterations. When the set of 10
runs is complete, the framework clears all GPU kernel caches:
the CUDA compute cache; the CuPy cache of generated and
compiled kernels; Bohrium’s cached binary CUDA kernels,
compiled bytecode and object files; and DelayRepay’s inter-
nal analysis cache.

For the end-to-end wall-clock benchmarking runs, we fork
a new Python process to run the entire benchmark. 10 runs
are recorded without any warmup, and we clear all compute
and kernel caches as before, but also clear the caches between

repetitions of each benchmark, as well as between different
benchmarks and libraries.
For both sets of benchmarking runs, we report the mean

execution time of the 10 runs.
We profile with Python’s built-in cProfile tool.

5.4 Performance Results
This section details the results of the experiments described
above. The speedups achieved for the core computations are
shown in Figure 3 and for the end-to-end execution of the
entire benchmark application are shown in Figure 4. The
detailed numbers reported in these figures can be found at
the end of the paper in Table 2 and Table 3.

5.4.1 Speed-up ofComputationalCode. Figure 3 shows
the overall speedups of the DelayRepay and CuPy compu-
tation times against a NumPy baseline. We can make the
following observations:
First, we can see that all evaluated benchmarks benefit

from the GPU execution. This is not surprising as it confirms
the data-parallel nature of NumPy code.

Second, there are no benchmarkswhere CuPy significantly
outperforms DelayRepay.
Third, the mean speedup is generally close to the max-

imum speedup. Several benchmarks show a significantly
lower minimum speedup for all libraries, suggesting a lim-
itation in our warmup approach here. This effect is more
pronounced with Bohrium.
Finally, DelayRepay outperforms CuPy on a number of

benchmarks including arc_distance, pythagorean_id,
vibr_energy and harriswhere DelayRepay achieves about
a twice as high speedup over NumPy as CuPy does. De-
layRepay outperforms Bohrium on some benchmarks, while
Bohrium outperforms DelayRepay on others. We note that
Bohrium significantly underperforms DelayRepay, CuPy and
NumPy in several benchmarks. Across all benchmarks, De-
layRepay achieves a geometric mean speedup of 24.05×
compared to 15.11× by CuPy - a 60% increase in the mean
speedup - and 10.51× by Bohrium - a 130% increase in the
mean speedup. DelayRepay achieves a maximum speedup
of 377.40× compared to 74.06× by CuPy - a 409% increase -
and 203.16× by Bohrium - an 86% increase.

5.4.2 Speed-up of End-to-EndExecution. Figure 4 shows
the speedup of the end-to-end execution that includes the
time used for executing the non-NumPy Python code. This
results show where the use of the GPU pays off. We can
make the following observations:
First, not all benchmarks benefit from executing on the

GPU when including the additional time the benchmark
takes to execute on the Python interpreter.

Second, there are still a number of benchmarks that achieve
large (>4×) speedup compared to NumPy when executed
with DelayRepay (e.g., log_likelihood, vibr_energy, and
pythagorean_id).
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Third, the observed speedups are much more stable than
for the computation-only benchmarks.
Finally, there are a number of benchmarks that become

profitable to be executed on the GPU with DelayRepay that
are not when using CuPy or Bohrium, with Bohrium pro-
ducing a number of extreme slowdowns.

This includes arc_distance, evolve, rosen,
specialconvolve, and harris for CuPy; and arc_distance,
repeating, vibr_energy, evolve, create_grid, l1norm,
pythagorean_id, repeating, reverse_cumsum, rosen,
specialconvolve, and harris for Bohrium. These are the
benchmarks where the additional optimisation of kernel
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Table 2. Computation-only benchmark results

Benchmark Numpy (s) CuPy (ms) Bohrium (ms) DelayRepay (ms) Input Size (MB)
arc_distance 1.96 26.45 9.64 5.19 320.00
create_grid 0.62 52.21 145.52 52.22 0.00
cronbach 4.16 184.21 N/A 184.26 0.06
euclidean_distance_square 1.18 87.21 25.30 87.13 2400.00
evolve 1.98 120.51 10801.32 64.49 3200.00
grayscott 2.52 196.39 151.98 271.78 2304.12
harris 3.11 99.84 186.63 24.88 800.00
l1norm 3.15 215.66 442.72 215.66 665.40
l2norm 0.91 91.03 156.73 42.32 0.00
laplacien 3.26 475.70 26.92 361.24 476.79
log_likelihood 7.48 210.02 88.04 136.07 7.18
lstsqr 2.29 547.66 60668.87 547.65 1568.00
nn 0.87 93.46 24.01 96.42 800.00
pairwise 1.59 277.14 27.83 277.18 1536.00
pythagorean_id 3.56 75.65 54.79 13.74 808.00
repeating 2.24 44.82 7826.68 44.85 1624.00
reverse_cumsum 1.63 590.95 21.34 591.04 105.71
rosen 1.68 245.51 13.53 128.78 1.36
specialconvolve 1.85 132.55 3031.52 61.74 666.89
vibr_energy 4.21 93.90 1191.17 22.63 80.00

fusion enabled by our delayed execution strategy pays off
compared to the eager execution strategy employed by CuPy,
while our lightweight analysis and code generation approach
pays off against Bohrium’s heavyweight bytecode generation
approach.
On average, using the geometric mean, CuPy is slower

than NumPy with a speedup of 0.77×, Bohrium is signifi-
cantly slower than NumPy with a speedup of 0.37×, while
DelayRepay achieves a speedup of 1.25×. DelayRepay achieves
a maximum speedup of 6.79× compared to 3.75× by CuPy
and 3.85× by Bohrium.

5.5 Analysis
Figure 5 and Figure 6 provide some insights into the perfor-
mance achieved by DelayRepay over CuPy. Figure 5 shows
the percentage of kernels generated by DelayRepay and
Bohrium compared to CuPy for each benchmark. Figure 6
show the memory usage of DelayRepay and Bohrium as a
percentage of CuPy’s memory usage.
We can see in Figure 5 that for benchmarks with large

performance advantage over CuPy such as arc_distance or
log_likelihoodDelayRepay executes a fraction of the GPU
kernels that CuPy does by applying the fusion optimization.
This results also in a reduced memory usage versus CuPy,
as shown in Figure 6, as less intermediate results have to be
stored.

The direct comparison of Bohrium in Figure 5 is less use-
ful as it is not based on CuPy, and we have no knowledge

of what an unfused Bohrium baseline looks like. However,
we observe that generally, Bohrium produces more CUDA
kernels than DelayRepay when DelayRepay outperforms
Bohrium and vice versa. DelayRepay uses marginally less
memory than Bohrium for most benchmarks.
The nn benchmark is an outlier where our fusion imple-

mentation produces more kernels than CuPy, resulting also
in a higher memory usage and poor performance compared
to CuPy. This is a result of the constant folding optimisa-
tion described in Section 4.2: each round of the algorithm
uses different weight values, which results in DelayRepay
generating a new kernel each time, the only difference in
each being the constant values. CuPy generates only one
kernel and reuses it, passing in the scalar values as param-
eters. Work is ongoing into an heuristic that would disable
this optimisation in such cases.
The grayscott benchmark is an interesting case where

fusion results in poorer performance compared to CuPy. This
particular benchmark is a stencil-like computation which
performs operations on sub-arrays of a larger matrix. Our
fusion algorithm produces a single huge kernel that takes
over two hundred input arrays. We suspect the compilation
time and the memory overhead result in a slowdown here.
The insights presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6 confirm

that fusion is the reason for the performance benefits ob-
served by DelayRepay compared to CuPy.
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Table 3. End-to-end benchmark results

Benchmark NumPy (s) CuPy (s) Bohrium (s) DelayRepay (s) Input Size (MB)
arc_distance 2.02 5.35 6.00 0.66 320.00
create_grid 0.68 0.57 3.36 0.62 0.00
cronbach 3.69 4.45 N/A 4.45 0.06
euclidean_distance_square 1.40 2.68 3.40 2.73 2400.00
evolve 2.08 2.50 14.67 1.48 3200.00
grayscott 2.56 45.44 10.92 42.95 2304.12
harris 2.81 3.10 3.41 1.53 800.00
l1norm 2.71 1.63 11.91 1.66 665.40
l2norm 0.98 2.01 6.34 1.48 0.00
laplacien 3.75 3.66 2.93 2.61 476.79
log_likelihood 7.75 4.92 2.01 1.15 7.18
lstsqr 1.87 3.96 64.55 3.88 1568.00
nn 0.96 5.10 1.86 6.91 800.00
pairwise 1.63 1.74 3.09 1.71 1536.00
pythagorean_id 3.62 2.10 7.47 0.60 808.00
repeating 2.33 0.62 32.00 0.58 1624.00
reverse_cumsum 2.06 1.56 2.23 1.56 105.71
rosen 1.70 3.11 1.83 1.10 1.36
specialconvolve 1.88 1.99 6.23 1.06 666.89
vibr_energy 3.85 2.50 5.48 0.57 80.00

6 Related Work
GPUAcceleratedDrop-InNumPyReplacements. There

are a number of related projects that act as a drop-in replace-
ment for NumPy, utilizing the GPU to improve performance.
CuPy [20], introduced earlier in Section 2.1, is a drop-in

replacement for NumPy on GPUs, and forms the basis for
our work on DelayRepay. CuPy off-loads operations onto
GPUs and supports multi-GPU execution, but without a drop-
in NumPy interface. It requires programmers to manually
manage multi-GPU data movement and synchronization.

Bohrium [15], introduced earlier in Section 2.2, is a drop-in
replacement for NumPy that accelerates programs on GPUs
by performing lazy evaluation of Numpy programs before
fusing operators. Bohrium supports CPUs and GPUs.

Legate NumPy [3] by NVIDIA provides a drop-in replace-
ment for GPUs using kernel fusions to accelerate NumPy
code. It is built on the top of the Legion task-based runtime
system, which achieves high performance and scalability on
a wide range of supercomputers [4]. However, the imple-
mentation of Legate relies heavily upon the Legion specific
programming model and runtime system [4] - decreasing
its utility as a drop-in replacement for NumPy - whereas
DelayRepay only requires the freely-available CuPy Python
library and a standard CUDA installation. Legate NumPy
also does not perform kernel fusion and has an eager eval-
uation model. Furthermore, Legate is aimed specifically at
distributed computing workloads on high-performance com-
puting clusters.

Kernel Fusion. There has been a large body of work look-
ing into fusion of GPU kernels. Arash et al. [1] present an
analytical model that considers input data characteristics and
available GPU resources to estimate near-optimal settings
for kernel launch parameters to optimize machine learning
workloads. Kernel fusion can also reduce energy consump-
tion and improve power efficiency on GPU architectures [28].
Both of these introduce kernel fusion methods to achieve
higher hardware utilization and reduce the total energy op-
timization without performance loss, in the field of Machine
Learning. In contrast, PyDelay tries to optimise NumPy pro-
grams by tracking arrays without programmer intervention,
and is application agnostic.

Several domain specific languages aimed at performance
support array operation fusion or loop fusion, including
Delite [26], Accelerate [18], Build to Order BLAS [5], Fire-
drake [23] and Taskgraph [2].

There has also been work on fusion of array operations in
non-GPU contexts. Single-Assignment C [24] and the work
of Shei et al. on MATLAB [25] both use array operation
fusion.
Much of this work is similar in spirit to earlier optimi-

sation techniques such as loop fusion [13] and automatic
parallelisation using the polyhedral model [8].

GPU Code Generation for Dynamic Languages. Be-
sides simple wrappers such as PyOpenCL and PyCUDA [14]
there exist more sophisticated GPU code generation sys-
tems. Numba [17] is a GPU code generator for Python that
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uses JIT compilation techniques, but users must be aware of
the underlying GPU programming model. Harlan-J [22] is
a JavaScript extension for data parallelism combined with
an OpenCL JIT compiler. As with Numba, Harlan-J requires
users to write specific parallel aware code for targeting the
GPU. Similar to Numba, Copperhead [7] is another tool for
accelerating Python code with GPUs. Copperhead requires
the programmer to write GPU kernels in a restricted Python
subset. AlPyNa [12], parallelises ordinary nested Python
loops onto GPUs via Numba. This requires programmers to
rewrite existing NumPy programs as loop-based Python.
Some higher level approaches have taken advantage of

the parallel semantics of operations performed over arrays.
Fumero et al. [10] describe an advanced GPU compilation
system for the R programming language that makes use
of the Graal virtual machine technology to generate GPU
kernels at runtime based on dynamically captured traces.
Also building on top of Graal, Tornado [9] provides GPU
capabilities for Java programs at runtime.

Improving Dynamic Language Native Extension Per-
formance. Although not aimed at GPUs, there has been
work on improving the performance of calling native code
from dynamic languages. SQPyte [6] improves performance
of calling native database code from a Python implementa-
tion through the use of an embedded JIT compiler. Grimmer
et al. [11] show significant improvement in Ruby native ex-
tension performance by combining a Ruby and C interpreter
that share a common IR. Weld NumPy [21] uses the approach
of a common runtime and intermediate representation to
optimise calling between different languages and libraries.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented DelayRepay, a drop-in replacement for
NumPy that implicitly accelerates Python code on GPUs.
We have shown that our kernel fusion techniques enable
DelayRepay to outperform our closest competitors, CuPy
and Bohrium, by about 60% and 130% on average respectively,
and by a maximum of 409% and 86% respectively. We have
achieved this while only requiring one trivial code change for
users of the original NumPy version, demonstrating that the
significant performance gains available onGPUs can bemade
available to scientific Python programmers, at essentially no
additional programming effort. We have shown that while
DelayRepay was built for CUDA, its design allows for other
backends to be plugged in.

There are many avenues of exploration and improvement.
For example, our approach of building a NumPy expression
tree coupled with dynamic information available at runtime
allows potential optimisations, such as dead code elimination,
to be made before generating the CUDA kernels. Similarly,
we believe it will be interesting to investigate dynamic sched-
ule ordering of kernels to exploit better locality properties.
We believe it is worth investigating how this approach might

improve NumPy performance on the CPU. Our lightweigth
AST approach should compare favourably with existing ap-
proaches such as Weld. Finally, by further developing our
analysis of the correlation between application properties
and achieved speed-up, we aim to develop simple dynamic
heuristics which can filter out cases where DelayRepay is
not beneficial. For example, a heuristic that would break up a
fused kernel when the number of input arguments is greater
than a threshold value could improve the performance of
the grayscott benchmark.
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